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a b s t r a c t

The influence of quantum ecological uncertainty (QEU: a discrete statistical trade-off between the
standard deviations of species diversity and energy, two indicators that are essential to define the eco-
logical niche of every species), has been proposed as a plausible explanation to the debate between the
competitive exclusion principle (CEP) and the hypothesis of functional redundancy (HFR). The debate
CEP ↔ HFR is a manifestation of the wide spectrum of issues connected with a very important problem
in ecology: the so-called “biodiversity paradox” (i.e.: How is it possible that so many species can coexist
despite the underlying influence of interspecific competition?). Any testable theoretical alternative to
explain species coexistence depends on an accurate assessment of the ecological niche in practice. How-
ever, under QEU, the assessment of ecological niche cannot be as accurate as we want due to an objective
limitation of nature: the above-mentioned trade-off. Consequently, it is nonsense following the debate
about this topic in the conventional way; it is necessary to change our traditional point of view about
this issue in order to develop a non-conventional interpretation of ecosystem functioning. However, QEU
has been strongly criticized in a recently published article. This article is devoted to clarify certain mis-
understandings whose nature is evident by reading the above-mentioned criticism and its precursory
publications in comparison with the spectrum of articles that supports QEU. The general fulfillment of
QEU has also been questioned by the above-mentioned criticism, so it is additionally supported in this
article by a noticeably abbreviated inclusion of results from field data, surveyed under different circum-
stances in comparison with previous data, from two inland water taxocenes (zooplankton rotifers and
crustaceans, Acton Lake, Ohio, U.S.A.) to which this model has not been applied so far. Our general con-
clusion is that the criticism to QEU has been groundlessly proposed due to epistemological inaccuracies;
fragmentary understanding about the principles connected with QEU; as well as an incomplete literature
review.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Rodríguez et al. (2015a), starting from large sequences of statis-
tical frequency distributions of species diversity values, have shown
that in the same measure in which the spectrum of species diver-
sity per plot (Hp: diversity index of Shannon at the plot level; see
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Rodríguez et al., 2015a; Eq. (1)) in which species live is assessed
with higher accuracy (lower standard deviation: �) there is an
increment of � in the measurement of the spectrum of eco-kinetic
energy values per plot (Eep: a proxy for trophic energy; additional
explanations in Section 2), and vice versa. So there is an insur-
mountable level of inaccuracy in our description of the ecological
niche. Rodríguez et al. (2015a) named this trade-off as quantum
ecological uncertainty (QEU, hereafter; additional explanations in
Section 2). Under these circumstances, it is impossible to increase
the accuracy of our knowledge about the nature and intensity
of competition as much as we want by means of conventional
methods. So, it is necessary to apply a wave-like interpretation of
ecosystem functioning; an option that has also been proposed by
the very authors that have proposed the QEU (see Rodríguez et al.,
2015b). Thus, a debate that has endured for decades (see Lewin,
1983), has arrived to a win-win solution: species coexistence is pos-
sible only because when the hypothesis of functional redundancy
(HFR) is true in one dimension (either low values of �Hp or �Eep) the
competitive exclusion principle (CEP) is influencing in the opposite
one (either high values of �Eep or �Hp), and vice versa. After all ecol-
ogists, willy nilly, have been forced to accept the coexistence of CEP
and HRF in the collective academic mind, perhaps as an unwitting
reflection that species coexistence depends on a combination of
both alternatives in the real world.

The main goal of this article is to perform a comparative analysis
in order to elucidate in what a measure the proposal of the authors
of QEU, or the proposal of their critics (Kalmykov and Kalmykov,
2016), matches with the traits of any scientific model defined as
an incomplete reflection of reality whose main goal, instead of
reaching a “universal truth”, is obtaining good testable hypothe-
ses relevant to understand important problems (see Levins, 1966,
p. 430) in practice. The general fulfillment of QEU is additionally
supported in this article by a very condensed inclusion (Appendix
A, and a few lines at the end of the first paragraph in Section 3) of
additional results from field data, surveyed under different circum-
stances in comparison with previous data, from two inland water
taxocenes (rotifers and crustaceans, Acton Lake, Ohio, U.S.A.) to
which this model has not been applied so far.

2. Epistemological inaccuracies in the criticism from
Kalmykov and Kalmykov (2016)

Kalmykov and Kalmykov (2016, p. 1) start with a rhetorical
resource or “argumentum ad verecundiam” (appeal to authority)
that pervades their article as a whole: “I can never satisfy myself until
I can make a mechanical model of a thing. If I can make a mechanical
model, I can understand it. As long as I cannot make a mechanical
model all the way through I cannot understand” (Lord Kelvin). A
preliminary conceptual clarification is necessary here: What is the
most probable meaning of the term “mechanical” in this statement?
William Thomson (Lord Kelvin, 1824–1907) was an outstanding
physicist that surely had to be used to speaking in rigorous sci-
entific terms. In addition, Lord Kelvin lived between the heyday
of classic industrial revolution and just before the emergence of
“modern physics” (relativity and quantum mechanics). As a con-
sequence, the only possible meaning of the word “mechanical” in
this statement is in reference to classical or Newtonian mechanics,
because it was the only type of mechanics that Lord Kelvin knew. So,
if a chain of reasoning about an allegedly mechanical model begins
with the above-mentioned statement, it is supposed that the model
should be based on Newtonian mechanics.

The statement of Lord Kelvin is brandished by Kalmykov and
Kalmykov (2016; see, e.g.: p. 2, Table 1, third column) to classify
models along a gradient of black → grey → white boxes. A model
is more “white” (clearly understandable) if it is more related to

mechanics. Since Kalmykov and Kalmykov (2016) consider that the
proposal of QEU is not connected with mechanics at all, then they
classify QEU as a black-box model.

A first problem is that of conceptualization. The terms
“mechanical”, “mechanistic”, “mechanistically”, “mechanicalness” and
“mechanistic mechanism” are used, as a whole, 53 times by
Kalmykov and Kalmykov (2013, 2015, 2016). However, it is not
clarified, even once, what is the kind of “mechanics” they are talk-
ing about. They simply assume that the analysis of cause-effect and
part-whole relationships (see Kalmykov and Kalmykov, 2013, p.
125), is enough to consider that a model is based on “mechanistic
mechanisms”. In addition, we are unable to know if some equations
similar to those of mechanics are used to develop their analysis,
because not even one physical or ecological equation is included in
any of these three articles.

A second problem is that Kalmykov and Kalmykov (2016) are
not aware about the reasoning chain to arrive to QEU, which it
is summarized below from a total of 96084 words from original
printed publications condensed in 512 words: (a) The state vari-
able values remain constant with time under equilibrium (Callen,
1985, p. 13). So there is equivalence between closed systems
in equilibrium and stationary open systems, like steady ecosys-
tems whose net balance input ↔ output tends to 0. Besides,
the increase of Hp per plot has an “anti-thermic” and there-
fore anti-kinetic effect, by reducing the investment of metabolic
energy in dispersal activity. So the ideal gas state equation (IGSE:
2N[½m·v2] = NkBT, or 2NE = NkBT) can be transformed, every phys-
ical variable matched with its respective ecological equivalent,
into an ecological state equation (ESE: 2Np[½mep·Ie2] = (Npke)Hp, or
2NpEep = (Npke)Hp; where Np: total number of individuals per plot;
Eep: average individual value of the classical eco-kinetic energy per
plot (p) as a proxy for trophic energy; mep: mean fresh biomass
per individual per plot in kg; Ie: dispersal indicator with equiva-
lent traits to those of physical velocity −v in IGSE–; ke: ecological
equivalent of Boltzmann constant; see Rodríguez et al., 2012). →(b)
Eep = ½mep·Ie2 tends to reach an insurmountable limit at mini-
mum Hp values because of a deficit of mep, despite the maximum
value of Ie2 (i.e.: mep↓, Ie2↑, Hp↓). On the opposite edge of �Hp,
Eep also reaches an insurmountable limit at maximum Hp val-
ues because of a deficit of Ie2, despite de maximum value of mep

(i.e.: mep↑, Ie2↓, Hp↑). So me × Ie2 × Hp = constant = ke = 1.3806504Eϕ
ecoJoule·nat/individual; in which ϕ has a typical integer value (− xi,
. . .−2, −1, 0, +1, +2, . . ., + xi) depending on the type of taxocenosis
studied (see Rodríguez et al., 2013). →(c) This biomass-dispersal
trade-off in function of Hp is perfectly consistent with the well-
known r-K selection theory in ecology. As a result, Eep in stationary
ecosystems (the most common state in nature, on the contrary,
the conventional classification of ecosystems would be impossible
at all) is confined within a sort of “ecological box” (�Hp). →(d)
Within an “ecological box” any fluctuation of Eep becomes a sta-
tionary wave that bounces forward and backward along �Hp, in
a similar way to the waves in all kinds of musical instruments,
or in the electron orbits in an atom. →(e) Given this scenario, it
has been empirically proven (Rodríguez et al., 2015b) that there
is a local compensation (i.e., at the level of plot or small groups
of plots) between ecological wavelength (�e), mep and Ie along the
inhomogeneous internal environment of ecosystem. The average
of the product of these variables (i.e.: �e × mep × Ie) yields a con-
stant (he) whose mantissa is equal to the Plank constant (h). So,
the most general principles of quantum mechanics, including the
quantum uncertainty principle itself (that has become QEU in this
new approach; see Rodríguez et al., 2015a), are valid to explain the
most general functional traits of an ecosystem: when a species set
has a high risk of intense competition (low �) along the spectrum
of Hp values, this risk is relieved by an increase of �Eep into the Hp,
Eep functional scalar 2D field, and vice versa.
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